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Dear Customer,
We’re excited for your interest in CompleteSpeech! As a leading
innovator of visual speech tools and technology, our mission is
to help individuals develop proper speech habits as quickly and
effectively as possible. When a student can see the changes needed
to be made in order to improve speech habits, the guesswork
is eliminated. Our visual feedback tools pave the way for better
practice and faster results.
In order to achieve these great results, our tools are designed
with the user in mind. Our tools’ versatility allows them to be
used at schools, in the office, for research or teaching students.
CompleteSpeech technology can be effectively utilized in a variety
of ways to help you accomplish your speech and language goals.
Whether you only use one of our products or all of them, we know
you’ll “See the Difference.”
Sincerely,

Dave Larsen, CEO

*For more information, visit our website at:
http://www.completespeech.com
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SmartPalate
SYSTEM

The SmartPalate is a customized, acrylic mouthpiece
containing sensors used to capture tongue-to-palate contact.
When used in tandem with the SmartPalate software, realtime feedback is relayed via a monitor.
This enables individuals to match proper tongue placement
with the articulation patterns, or “Tongue Targets,” shown
on screen.

By positioning their tongue to light up the

corresponding contact points of these Tongue Targets,
individuals can easily and efficiently practice and produce
consistent and proper speech sounds. This is as simple as
blue is good and orange is bad.
The SmartPalate provides a framework for individuals to
repeat sounds accurately time and time again, allowing them
to make even the most fine-tune adjustments on their own.

SmartPalate Features
SmartPalate Software: The SmartPalate software allows

The full SmartPalate System can be

users to see instant visual feedback of their tongue-to-palate

obtained through a CompleteSpeech

contact shown through a computer monitor display (PC

Membership while SmartPalates can

desktop or laptop). Simple yet powerful features include:

be purchased individually. Contact

Custom profiles,

CompleteSpeech

tongue target

today for details.

creation, split screen,
tongue strength and
coordination activities
and more.

DataLink: A

SmartPalate: This acrylic

microprocessor, that hangs

mouthpiece, known as the

around the neck with a

SmartPalate, is equipped

padded magnetic lanyard,

with sensors that capture

equipped with a microphone that records

tongue-to-palate contact during live speech. This

user’s speech and syncs with the SmartPalate’s

information is fed through the DataLink and then

instant visual feedback, recording, and playback

into the SmartPalate Software by connecting the

features. The DataLink connects to the computer

SmartPalate through a micro USB cable to the

through a provided USB cord.

top of the DataLink.

Obtain the SmartPalate System through a Membership.

Call to set up one today at: (877) 960-1451

Research
Research with the SmartPalate has proven successful
for a variety of issues and disorders, including: Accent
Reduction, Articulation/Phonological, Disorders, Cleft Palate,
Down Syndrome, Eating and Swallowing, Glossectomy,
Hearing Impairment, Laryngectomy, and more.
It’s

also

programs

been
in

a

incorporated
number

of

into

many

institutions,

educational
such

as:

Purdue University, Brigham Young University, Utah State
University, Arizona State University, Case Western Reserve
University, Kent State University, Syracuse University, and
nearly 30 more.

Testimonials
“I’m taking these kids that no one else has been
successful with, and we’re having success.”
- Holly Stankosky, M.A. CCC-SLP

“This has been a gift that is going to change [my
son’s] life from here on out.”
- Shannon; Mother of SmartPalate User

“I was almost in tears during a session with a boy
who has horrific speech. He produced a perfect,
beautiful /R/ sound on the THIRD session!”
- Colleen Mitchell, M.A. CCC-SLP

SmartPalate Pricing
SmartPalate (PracticePalate Included)
Each SmartPalate is customized to the user’s upper
palate and senses real-time tongue-to-palate contact
during speech.
Contact for Pricing
Call at: (877) 960-1451

DataLink
The DataLink allows users to record audio and
functions as a processor to convert information from
the SmartPalate to the software.
Contact for Pricing
Call at: (877) 960-1451

PracticePalate
The PracticePalate is used to help your students
acclimate to the SmartPalate.
Contact for Pricing
Call at: (877) 960-1451

SmartPalate 2.5 Software Upgrade
SmartPalate 2.5 features an improved interface,
anatomical mouth model, improved oral coordination,
and more!
Contact for Pricing
Call at: (877) 960-1451

Student Membership
Practice effective speech habits at home with the Student
Membership. Gain access to the best speech therapy tools with
the complete SmartPalate System.

Included Items:
SmartPalate (1)

DataLink (1)

SmartPalate Software License (1)

PracticePalate (1)

DataLink Lanyard (1)

USB Cord (1)

6-Month Membership: Contact for Pricing

Membership Benefits
Live Customer Support

Purchasing Discount

Emergency Month

Training Materials

30-Day Manufacturer Warranty

Gold Warranty

SmartPalate Software Updates

Membership Price Guarantee

SmartPalate Software Version Upgrades

Online Credentials

Exclusive Monthly Promotions

Membership Extension Discount (6 months)

Live Online Software Training

Membership Extension Discount (12 months)

Call for more Membership info: (877) 960-1451

“I would probably still be
guessing how to say my /r/
without this.”
-D. H., 7th grade student

Each TargetPalate is a customized mouthpiece that
encourages proper tongue placement. This tool utilizes small,
strategically placed tactile bumps that help users to feel where
they should place their tongue in order to produce specific
speech sounds.

The contact points are easy to identify

and provide tactile feedback, enabling users to quickly learn
correct tongue position for proper speech habits.
The TargetPalate comes in a number of models, each
focusing on a specific sound. Its mobility and non-intrusive
design ensures effective practice at home or on the go, giving
individuals the freedom to perfect speech habits when and
where they want.

TargetPalate Features
Usability: The TargetPalate is designed
for use in all levels of speech complexity:
sounds in isolation, single syllables, complex/
multisyllabic words, short phrases, and in
connected/ conversational speech.

Durable: The TargetPalate is made from a

Work On Sounds: The TargetPalate is ideal for
working on the following specific sounds: /R/,
L, S, Z, N, T, and D. It also can assist in learning
peripheral sounds.

Models: Individual TargetPalates are specialized for
specific sounds and tongue positions. The All-in-One

durable acrylic. Each unit is custom made to

Palate includes tactile bumps that help you orient your

precisely fit a user’s mouth.

tongue to the parts of the mouth that you need to
touch for a variety of different sounds.

Call for more information: (877) 960-1451

TargetPalate Sounds
The TargetPalates come in multiple configurations.
Each configuration is made for specific sounds and tongue
positions, which are as follows:

“All-in-One”
TargetPalate

“R”
TargetPalate

“L”
TargetPalate

“S/Z”
TargetPalate

“T/D”
TargetPalate

Contact us to learn about the TargetPalate:
(877) 960-1451

TargetPalate Pricing
Product

MSRP

Member’s Price

TargetPalate 3-Pack

$129.99

$99.99

“All-in-One” TargetPalate

$69.99

$59.99

“R” TargetPalate

$59.99

$49.99

“S/Z” TargetPalate

$59.99

$49.99

“T/D” TargetPalate

$49.99

$39.99

“L” TargetPalate

$49.99

$39.99

Included with
purchase

Included with
purchase

TargetPalate Warranty

$9.99

Included

TagetPalate Replacement

$9.99

$9.99

(any combination of 3 TargetPalates)

TargetPalate Guide
(printed & digital)

Purchase the TargetPalate at:

http://completespeech.com/product-category/targetpalate/

One of the most original and dynamic apps in speech
therapy, VowelViz Pro is an innovative speech recognition tool

that provides immediate feedback on a user’s vowel quality.
By changing tongue positions during speech, individuals can
use their speech like a verbal joystick and maneuver a small
tracking ball to hit different vowel targets.
Also included in VowelViz Pro is the Vocalic /R/ View.
Focusing entirely on the proper production of the vocalic /R/
sound, this mode comes with a fun mix of themes and plenty
of flashcards to help users practice proper /R/ habits.
With applications in speech therapy, accent reduction/ESL,
and home practice, VowelViz makes practicing proper vowel
sounds both fun and effect.

VowelViz Pro Features
Quadrilateral: The

Sound Example: If you are not familiar with

Average Range:

quadrilateral is the framing

IPA, don’t have extra themes with the Pro

Each sound has an

grid displayed in the app

version, or simply want an example of correct

average range taken

representing a side view of

pronunciation of a sound, simply choose a

from national averages

where vowels and the R sound

sound and then touch the speaker symbol to

that appears as an

are produced in the mouth.

hear an audio sample of correct pronunciation.

oval around the sound
chosen. The goal is
to get in or near the

IPA: IPA stands for the

average range.

International Phonetic
Alphabet. This is a set of
symbols that represent
unique sounds rather

Accuracy Indicator:

than letters. English

The Accuracy Indicator

vowels can make multiple

is represented by a

sounds depending on their

constantly moving object

placement in a word. IPA is

(orange ball, bee, etc.)

used to identify and practice

that coincides with your

those individual sounds in

speech, instantly moving

the app. Select a sound by

across the screen as

touching one of the symbols

different sounds are

on your screen. This creates

produced.

a target range to appear and
also customizes the flash
cards that appear for that
sound (Pro Version Only).
Vocalic “R”: The symbol ɜ˞ (r) represents the “er” sound and can

Flashcards: Over 100 flash cards

be used to practice all vocalic R types and positions. As vocalic

are available when selecting different

R words are said correctly, the Accuracy Indicator will map a line

sounds to practice in VowelViz Pro.

from the target vowel to the ɜ˞ (r) target.

VowelViz: $19.99
VowelViz Pro: $49.99

Designed as a reinforcement tool for children and
youth who struggle to produce the /R/ sound consistently,
Speech Racer is the first and only articulation grading app in
speech therapy.
Speech Racer listens to a user’s speech, breaks down a spoken
word, analyzes the quality of the /R/ sound in the sample, and
provides a visual score. Users can then record their scores for
individual words and review trouble words quickly.
Speech Racer is the perfect drilling tool for therapy sessions
and practicing at home, providing immediate, self-monitored
feedback that reinforces proper /R/ productions as well as
feedback for approximate attempts.

Speech Racer Features
Flashcards: There are over 300 flashcards, each with images and words which can
be turned on or off. Flashcards are able to be randomized and will change difficulty
depending on the score.

Meter: In-app meter
allows you to rate
and score words.
The different meters
have various levels of
measured increments.

Word Lists: There are 36
lists of R words you can
customize including the R
in the initial, medial and final
positions and the vocalic R.

Review: Go back and
review difficult flashcards
Voice Detection:
Voice recognition
dectects audio
samples that are
recorded while the
“Hold & Speak” button

that were scored in one of
the three categories: red,
yellow, or green. Reviewing
words can change the
word’s score and improve
the session’s final score.

is pressed.

Scoring: Improve your score until you get green through a percentage based
scoring system. You Determine what percentage of green yellow, and red you get
while practicing your “R” sound.

Speech Racer Lite: FREE
Speech Racer: $19.99

“We worked wih a 9 year-old female
client who had a severe /r/ problem.
She had no approximations for any of
the different /r/s. She began summer
therapy without a SmartPalate because
the family couldn’t afford one. She
made very little progress in 8 summer
sessions, but in the fall we were able
to provide the family with one of the
sponsorship SmartPalates. Along
with the Home Program, she made
rapid progress. She was dismissed
from speech therapy with perfect /r/
phonemes in March, 2016.”
-USU Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic

F.A.S.T.

Foundation for Articulation
and Speech Therapy
Millions of children, teens and adults in the United
States and across the world are unable to pay for speech
therapy expenses. In order to help these individuals,
CompleteSpeech has partnered with generous people and
organizations to help fund tools and therapy to qualifying
clients. In 2015 and 2016, CompleteSpeech and its partner
F.A.S.T were able to raise over $400K for children in Guatemala
and the United States.
Whether you’re wanting to help a child in need by donating
or have a specific student who needs financial aid, our
Sponsorship and Financial Aid Programs offer a way to get
them the help they need as an exclusive Membership benefit.

Donate at:

www.fastspeech.org/shop/donate/

CompleteSpeech Travel Program
Come with us as we explore the beautiful country of
Guatemala, and offer service to the many children and institutions
we help sponsor.

Service and Adventure Trip
Custom Dates

•

Give meaningful service to the children in Guatemala

•

Sail across the treetops in a jungle canopy zip-line tour

•

Travel to exotic locations, including the ancient ruins of
Tikal and the beautiful Pacaya volcano

•

Sample the divine cuisine of Central America

•

Visit historic buildings, museums, and more

•

Donations qualify towards tax write-offs

•

A great experience for the whole family!

Call to reserve a spot:

(877) 710-6031
and get pricing

*Price does not include flights and reflects a shared room.
10% deposit required to book a spot. Maximum of 10 people per trip.

Language & Accent
Dientes Frontales
Cresta Alveolar

OBJETIVOS
LINGUALES

Molares Posteriores

ESPAÑOL*

PALADAR SUPERIOR

Spanish Tongue Targets
Poster (Objetivos Linguales en Español)

Sensores
Labiales

p.ej: Pan, Blanco, Mano

p.ej: Uvas

β - “v”

/I/ - “L”

/ / , / / - “TH”

/t/ - “t”, /d/ - “d”

/t�/ - “CH”, /ʤ/ - “ll”

/P/ - “p”, /b/ - “b”, /m/ - “m”

‡

†

p.ej: Tango, Dinosaurio

p.ej: Cazar‡, Dado†

/ ∫/ - “sh”

/j/ - “Y”, /i/ - “i”

†

p.ej: Echador†

/n/ - “n”

p.ej: Limón

p.ej: Ayuda, Sí

p.ej: Negro

†

p.ej: Chocolate, Lluvia†

/ʝ/ - “ll” & “y”
‡†

‡†

p.ej: Castillo‡ †

/s/ - “s”
p.ej: Sopa

/r/ - “r”

Similar to our Tongue Targets Poster,
this poster depicts tongue placement for
individual Spanish sounds as recorded by the
SmartPalate.

p.ej: Perro

* Los Objectivos Individuales van a depender de acentos específicos ya existentes y de la anatomía oral de cada persona.
†
Dialectos Castellanos y Rioplatenses.
Algunos dialectos de América Central y América del Sur.
‡

¡Contáctanos hoy para
detalles de Membresía!
/k/ - “k”, /g/ - “g”
p.ej: Cabra, Guardar

USA OFFICE
1049 S Orem Blvd
0rem, UT 84058

877.710.6031

contactus@completespeech.com
www.completespeech.com

GUATEMALA OFFICE
Calle de las Graveleas "Centro
Gerencial Marques del Rubio"
Oficina no. 08 Antigua Guatemala

502.7832.9124
502.3044.8378

clinicagt@completespeech.com
www.completespeechgt.com

Al igual que en el poster de objetivos
linguales, este poster representa la colocacion
de sonidos individuales en el idioma español
registrados por el SmartPalate.
MSRP: $29.99
Member’s Price: $19.99

VowelViz Español
(VowelViz en Español)
One of the most original and dynamic apps
in speech therapy can now be used to help
teach Spanish vowels!
Uno de los apps más originales y dinámicos
en terapia del habla ahora puede ser utilizado
para enseñar a entender la colocacion de las
vocales en español.
Buy on the App Store for: $19.99

Pronunciation
The CompleteSpeech English Pronunciation Course
is designed to help anyone learn correct American English
pronunciation. The course focuses on utilizing the strengths
of CompleteSpeech tools.

English Pronunciation &
Accent Course:
Teacher’s Manual

(Curso en Inglés de Pronunciación y Acento:
Manual para Intructores)
This resource provides a breakdown of all the
essential resources needed to master English
accent and pronunciations. Includes a six week
course complete with examples and exercises.
Este recurso proporciona un desglose de todos
los recursos necesarios para manejar el acento
y pronunciación en inglés. Este incluye un curso
completo de ejercicios y ejemplos con una
duracion de seis semanas.
MSRP: $99.99
Member’s Price: $79.99

Combo Pack
Includes the Tongue Targets Poster, VowelViz, and the English Pronunciation
& Accent Course: Teacher’s Manual.
MSRP: $129.99
Member’s Price: $99.99

Supplemental Materials
Tongue Targets Poster
A unique, evidence-based resource that
provides a visual guide for describing and
understanding tongue placement for different
sounds.
MSRP: $29.99
Member’s Price: $19.99

English Vowel Sounds Poster
VOWEL SOUNDS
/u/

Blue

/I/

Silver

/Ω/

/i/

Green

/ɚ/

Wood

Purple

/e/

/ɔI /

Gray

Turquoise

/u/ =
Blue =

= Transitional
Vowel

Plum

/o/

Gold

Orange
/ɑI/
I

Phonetic
Symbol
Sample
Word/Color

/e/

KEY

Blue

Red

/c/

/ɛ/

/u/

White

/ɑʊ/

Brown

/æ/

Black

/ɑ/

Olive

* These targets represent the researched position of vowel
production in the mouth for Standard American English.

This poster is a wonderful guide for helping
students understand where vowel sounds are
produced, as well as helping them visualize
their tongue movements during transitions and
diphthongs between vowels.
MSRP: $29.99
Member’s Price: $19.99

The “R” Sound Poster
A simple, easy-to-understand overview of
what constitutes a proper /R/ sound. The
poster offers information about anchoring,
the Bunched and Retroflex /R/’s, and tools to
improve /R/ quality.
MSRP: $29.99
Member’s Price: $19.99

Poster 3-Pack
MSRP: $69.99
Member’s Price: $49.99

SmartPalate Accessories
SmartPalate Travel Case
Help us support amazing Central American
artisans and protect your SmartPalate by
purchasing one of these beautiful, handcrafted travel cases made right in the heart of
Guatemala.
*Recommended for students.*
MSRP: $19.99
Member’s Price: $14.99

SmartPalate Cleaning Kit
Whether you are practicing at home or in a
clinic, our cleaning kit provides you with all
the tools and supplies needed to keep your
SmartPalate in top notch condition.
*Recommended for students.*
MSRP: $12.99
Member’s Price: $9.99

Hard Plastic Travel Case
This hard plastic case can be used to protect,
and store a wide variety of products.
*Recommended for traveling SLPs.*
14” Case: $14.99
17” Case: $19.99

Super Duper
CompleteSpeech is a proud affiliate of Super Duper.
Hundreds of Super Duper products are available to order
through CompleteSpeech. See what’s in stock at:

http://completespeech.com/product-category/super-duper/

Coming Soon
VowelViz Pro Update
The new updates will allow VowelViz Pro to be compatible
with the latest iOS devices. We will be fixing bugs, updating
features, and creating an even better user experience.

Speech Disorder Poster
This new poster focuses on giving parents and clients useful
facts, definitions and statistics for different speech disorders.

Software 3.0
We’re updating the SmartPalate software later this year! The
new software will fix bugs, improve capability, add features,
and improve the overall user experience.

Have a Suggestion?
We value your opinion. As we work hard to create new and
innovative tech to advance the speech therapy industry, your
input helps shape the way we progress. If you have any
thoughts or ideas on how we can better our therapy tools,
please let us know!

Contact us at: (877) 960-1451 or
contactus@completespeech.com

1049 S Orem Blvd
Orem, UT 84058
877.710.6031
www.completespeech.com
contactus@completespeech.com

